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2. (a) 3 kg of air at a pressure
polytropically to 750 kPa
temperature at constant
reaches original pressure of

nC
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work and heat transfer. ,,1, ,',(b) Prove that energy is propbi-ty a
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(b) Explain heat engine, heat pump and refrigerator wlthi;the hetp,tif.neat skefch. ,

(c) Explain free air delivered and volumetric efficien,oy., W.ritetlieir equations also.

(d) Define: available energy, dead state and irreversib"ility' '', , :' ..: ',i .:. :.'r '. " ' '-

G) Explain working of Otto cycle with the help.o.flVaand.Tq,diaqyam,,Wiitq the'equation

1...

till it
net

heat loss or gain device is 2. tr kg/s
and work

of sketch.
of 285oC. The heat is rejected at

and 300 kW. Classify the cycle
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Clausius Inequality theorem.
r' ,.j

p-T diagram for water and show these

of 20oC by means of a heat pump in winter by
Heat losses through the walls of the house are

different between inside of the house and outside

heat pump?
the same heat pump to cool the house in summer, If the

po\rer is supplied to heat pump then what is the maximum
temperature?

(a) State first law of thermodynarnics for closed systern- St4teits,limitations,'i .1 .'.
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respectiveiy, The bore and sffoke are 100 mm aod 150 u
volume is 3% of the swept volume and index of
Determine (i) Volumetric efficiency of

(a) A steam power plant has boiler and condeilser-. pre.ssupe" df '90 t

the compressor in rpm.

respectively. Steam coming out of the
Rankine cycle. Calculate the thermal

i i.-.:'
,,i'.rr.:,:a' :
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(b) Explain the working of vane type rotarysii
(c) tn an air standard Dual cycle, pres.sfinf

Compression ratio is 18. The presswe1atio for constant.

is 1.5 and volume ratio for the
(i) Thermal efficiency (ii) Mean.eTfe'CJ"ilvdirtesSurb;iq'MB- a." L: ..: I ;'.:i.f;.{Y
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Mention all the process on the diagram'
Write the classifications of air compressors.(b)

(c) A single stage, single acting reciprocating air compressor

6 bar. The temperature and pressure at the suction


